Despite its National Socialist origins, the post-war use of Berlin's Tempelhof Airport has seen it recast as a 'symbol of freedom'. Since the airport's 2008 closure the site has been caught between calls for increased engagement with its use under the Third Reich and economic incentives to repackage it as an attractive events location. Through analysing the different strategies through which Tempelhof's past is negotiated, this article will highlight the contested nature of Berlin's relationship with the past and the complex interaction between memory politics and more pragmatic issues.
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of that city has functioned as a microcosm of the complexities of unification. The challenge of merging two countries into one was magnified in the task of suturing two halves of the divided city back together. Practical issues such as re-establishing rail links, identifying and designing a single 'city centre' and bringing investment into the city have been complicated by recurring questions over how to negotiate the legacies of the past in the city that had served as the capital of both the Third Reich and the GDR. These negotiations are often fraught with disagreement over what, exactly, should be remembered and how. This is the case even, or perhaps, especially at those places where changes of use have since led to shifts in wider perceptions of the meanings of the site in question. At such places, groups of veterans, victims and supporters battle to bring about confrontation with and commemoration of the events that occurred there. As the redevelopment of Berlin into a functional single city and the capital for the new, democratic united Germany gathered pace, citizens' initiatives, survivors' groups, historians and politicians competed with each other and with more pragmatically-driven urban planners to shape the built environment. Certain buildings, sites and spaces have emerged as epicentres within these contests and functioned as battlegrounds upon which Germany's memory contests are fought.
As well as normalising the situation within Germany, it had been hoped that unification would lead to the resolution of some of these disputes. On 9 November 1993, then President of the German Bundestag, Rita Süssmuth announced it was now time to embark upon a period of 'joint remembrance'. 3 However, Süssmuth's somewhat optimistic proclamation was undermined by a lack of consensus on how both National Socialism and the GDR should be remembered. A vast literature has developed, spanning disciplines including history, politics and cultural studies, which explores the complexities of German attempts to 'deal with' or 'master' its recent past. 4 A strong, cross-cutting urban studies subfield has explored how these memory contests have impacted upon the development of the urban fabric of Berlin.
Prominent within this is the analysis of the range of responses to buildings considered 'burdened' through their construction or use by the Nazi and / or East German governments.
Wise and Ladd highlight the extremely self-conscious way in which the fate of buildings such as the Nazi Aviation Ministry and Reich Bank have been negotiated in the unified Germany: the public debates over whether demolition or reuse would be a more effective way of 3 confronting the past; the painstaking attention to architectural detail; and the political associations attributed to particular styles or materials. 5 The legacy of the Cold War and the West's victory is another key theme, one that is usually explored through the analysis of the post-unification treatment of the built environment of the former East Berlin. These studies of the memory contests around street names, memorials and buildings reveal East German resentment at perceived attempts to erase the traces of the GDR from the built environment or to conflate it with National Socialism through reducing its legacy to its most repressive elements. 6 One particularly high-profile catalyst for this was the 2008 demolition of the fondly remembered Palast der Republik an East Berlin social and cultural hub as well as the seat of the East German parliament. 7 A third strand to the scholarship explores the development of the memorial landscape in Berlin and exposes its contingent nature. As the subject of one of the most virulent and public disputes about which victims of which atrocities should be This article will take as its focus a heavily contested site that overlaps all of these strands of scholarship: Tempelhofer Feld. Tempelhofer Feld is a green space of over 300 hectares in the heart of Berlin. Previously used for the grazing of cattle and for Prussian military exercises, the Feld became home to Berlin's first airport in the 1920s. After the Nazi seizure of power in 1933, a disused Prussian military prison on the site was used as a Gestapo prison and then a concentration camp. It was closed in 1936 and subsequently demolished to make way for the construction of the monumental airport building that currently stands in the northwest corner of the Feld. Throughout the war, the airport building was used for armament production and was staffed by forced labourers who were housed in wooden barracks on the has been seen at other National Socialist buildings in Berlin. However, the heavily contested nature of the airport's closure also created a strong political impetus to configure Tempelhof both as a site of recreation which would be attractive to Berliners and as a viable investment opportunity that would bring much-needed funds into the city. Through analysing the different strategies through which the past is negotiated and mediated at Tempelhof, this article will argue that the historicisation of that site is currently at a crossroads: we can see evidence of a pedagogical approach to the site's multiple layers, designed to inform visitors and to encourage critical engagement with the site's National Socialist past, but we simultaneously see the fetishisation of selected elements of the past and even the commodification of some aspects of the site's National Socialist layer. In the interaction between these two constructions of the site's history we see a magnification of the tension that characterises contemporary Berlin: that between the 'post-dictatorship' city shaped by on-going memory politics; and the modern, western city where authorities need to strike a balance between attracting corporate investment and listening to citizens' demands to determine how their city is constituted.
Tempelhof's multiple histories
That Tempelhof airport is a site of historical significance is almost universally accepted. It is listed as a protected monument and its history has been the subject of numerous popular history books, academic articles and exhibitions. 10 become part of what Assmann refers to as cultural memory, a stabilised understanding of a particular past transmitted across generations through 'reusable texts, images and rituals '. 19 Yet this telling of the airport's history skips over the detail of its use between 1933 and 1945. While it does acknowledge the role played by the National Socialists in shaping the site, it omits to highlight that the airport complex is not merely a symbol of Nazi megalomania but also a site where the violence, terror and brutality of Nazism was experienced first-hand by thousands of people. In particular, it minimises or erases the existence of Berlin's only official SS-run concentration camp and of the forced labourers who toiled within the airport buildings and were housed in barracks on the air field. Built in 1896, the Columbia-Haus, the dilapidated Schilde's work led to the installation of a permanent exhibition in the local museum which in turn increased public interest in the concentration camp but it was not until 1994 that a memorial was finally erected at the site. 26 That memorial is discussed below. The fate of the forced labourers has long been even less visible. In 1993 the Berlin History Workshop, a group of researchers that endeavours to uncover and increase awareness of overlooked aspects of Berlin's history, began a project on forced labour under the Nazis in Berlin and Brandenburg.
Identifying over 3000 sites where forced labourers had been held and lamenting the lack of public awareness of this, they used archives and oral testimony to produce books and exhibitions in order to make the traces of this period of history more visible. 27 However, despite emerging revelations about Weserflug's use of forced labourers and the inclusion of documents and testimony relating to Tempelhof in exhibitions about forced labour in Berlin, memory activists found that the lack of any visible physical remnants of the barracks and the continued prominence of the airlift meant that they struggled to inscribe the forced labourers into collective memory. followed by the names of the thirty-nine Britons, thirty-three Americans and five Germans who died assisting with the airlift. The three prongs represent the three air corridors which connected West Berlin with West Germany and have given rise to the structure's local nickname of Hungerharke or Hunger Rake. 31 The inauguration took place on 10 July 1951 at a ceremony attended by over 100 000 Berliners who were addressed by then mayor of West Berlin, Ernst Reuter. As the first major monument of the post-war era, it has been hailed as celebration of West Germany's new identity. 32 It has come to symbolise West Berlin's tenacity, desire for freedom and incorporation into the political West as well as friendship with the USA and to represent Tempelhof airport's transformation into 'the gateway to the free world'. 33 The symbol has retained its salience and was incorporated into the logo of the 'vote yes' campaign during the referendum on Tempelhof's future as an airport (photograph 2). This transformation provides us with an insight into the process behind the reinscription of Tempelhof Airport from a National Socialist prestige building into a symbol of freedom and democracy. The eagle is conceptualised as having undergone a transformative process while it was in America, it then returned to Berlin having been 'dealt with', neutralised and exorcised.
It is this diminished, decapitated form that was reinstated at Tempelhof in a visible but significantly demoted position as a physical manifestation of the deliberate subversion of the intentions of its creators. This encapsulates a process through which a highly potent symbol can be transformed through its re-appropriation by a perceived force for good and re-inscribed as a symbol of that good. In this way, the transformative process undergone by the eagle's head can be seen to encapsulate that undergone by the whole site: this building which could potentially serve as a symbol for National Socialism has, instead, come to function as a symbol of the overcoming of totalitarianism. However, the memorial failed to satisfy many of those who had called for it. Measuring the efficacy of a particular memorial is a nebulous and largely subjective task but in his study of commemorative practice in Berlin, Czaplicka identifies four factors that contribute to the creation of the sense of authenticity that determines the power of commemorative sites: the 'structural-material' presence of physical remnants that make a particular history palpable and concrete; its location on the actual site that the event in question took place; the 'factual augmentation' of the site through photographs and documents; and, finally, the 'aesthetic enticement' which captures the imagination and encourages engagement. 42 In terms of aesthetics, Steibert's Columbia-Haus memorial certainly has the potential to provoke thought and engagement. The stylised representation of the cross-section of a prison strikes a balance 40 Author, 'Steibert's 1994 Memorial' (Unpublished photograph, 2012). 41 'Remember, commemorate, warn: the Columbia-Haus was a prison from 1933 and, between 8.1.1935 and 13 between indicating to passers-by what the site was used for, and giving them an impression of the isolation, claustrophobia and imprisonment that pervaded it. The headstone extends this, suggesting death and an imperative to remember. However, much of this is only visible to people passing by the memorial on the pavement, those driving on the road are confronted only by its sheer side and could be forgiven for mistaking the structure for a poorly-designed bus stop. With regards to 'factual augmentation', the inscription gives a clear and succinct summary of how site was used and hints at the horror experienced there but this is only in German and is not enhanced by additional documentation or photographs. The elements of the memorial that would go on to provoke the most criticism were, however beyond the control of Steibert. Firstly, the demolition of the concentration camp building and construction of the airport precluded the incorporation of any physical remnants into the commemorative site.
Secondly, as the airport was still operational in 1994 it was not possible to erect the memorial on the site of the camp itself. Instead it is across the road. Although the 'hier' of the memorial's inscription suggests that it is located on the site of the camp it commemorates, this is misleading.
Once the airport closed and the reason for the dislocation of the memorial was Historians and campaigners argue that framing the site so definitively in terms of its connection to 'freedom' exacerbates the selective emphasis on just one layer of the site's history and detracts from the fact that Tempelhof was for many years a site of suppression. 57 The Senate disputes this, contending that the name is about the site's future, not its past. 58 However, the campaigners' scepticism gains credence due to the extent to which more positive aspects of Tempelhof's history are invoked in the site's development and in the marketing materials used to promote it. In contrast to the detailed, sober information which is provided about the National Socialist usage of the site, Tempelhof's other histories are framed more playfully, contributing to an aviation theme-park, or are marketed as aspects of the site that make it a viable commodity. The aviation 'theme' runs right through the site's development concept: it is seen in the old planes which are now atmosphere-enhancing ornaments scattered about the park; the signs containing ecological information about the park where the bees and wasps become 'the flight crew'; the skylarks are 'vertical take-off artists' and other species of bird are 'flightguests'; the Biergarten or 'Luftgarten' invites visitors to 'check-in' at the counter of their facility which is adorned with large, blown-up versions of iconic photographs of the airlift.
The commodification of selected aspects of the site's history can be seen in the marketing materials which primarily comprise a high-quality, image-rich brochure and the 'rent and invest' section of the website. The marketing of the building's utility as an event location draws very heavily on its previous uses. On the front cover of the marketing brochure it is named 'Event Location Tempelhof Airport' and sub-headings to photographs of different areas of the site take the reader on a passenger's journey through the airport: 'go to departures'; 'wait in lounge'; 'go to gate'; 'ready for boarding'; and 'enjoy your flight'. On the website the narratives constructed around different spaces within the building largely focus on their postwar usage: suggested locations for events include the restaurant 'nicknamed "Air Base" by American GIs'; the transit areas 'once used as passenger waiting rooms' which now offer 'generous areas for calm lounge areas or exhibitions, press conferences or lectures with extra special flair'; and the hangars that provide 'a real airport atmosphere without the airport noise'. 59 In addition to the building itself, the marketing materials also thematise broader aspects of the site's history and create links to desirable traits one might look for in an 'event location' today. Through reference to early flight experiments on Tempelhofer Feld, the site is 
